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Q:

This is an oral history interview with Huw Evans,

Executive Director for the United Kingdom in the World Bank
and the IMF.

The date of the interview is March 5th, 1997.

Well thank you, Mr. Evans, for joining our oral history
program.

It is a pleasure to see you and talk to you again.

If I may, I would like to first ask you a few questions,
as far as your background is concerned.
you are an economist.
economist?

I understand that

How did you choose to become an

Was that an accident or was that a careful plan

that you had?
A:

It was basically an accident.

Because I started

University doing mathematics, and I did rather badly at the
beginning of my first year.

And my supervisor said to me,

"Mr. Evans, I think you'd better choose something a bit
easier.

How about engineering or economics?"

So, I chose

economics and never regretted it, because I've enjoyed it
much more.

Evans,

Q:

You stuck with it.

government?
Cambridge,
A:

coming out of

that one would go?
there were very few economists in the

British Government,

there.

And how did you decide to go into

Was that a fairly normal process,

At the time,

Treasury,
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I mean,

the Treasury.

When I joined the

there were only I think about twelve economists

Subsequently,

60,

70,

80 or more.

But I decided to

join the Treasury and take a job outside university.
Because,
far,

although I had started on a Ph.D.,

I didn't get very

and I thought I would be more interested in doing some

practical economics,
In fact,

rather than doing some more studying.

I went back to university later to do a Master's

Degree in Econometrics.
Q:

This was in the early 70s,

A:

No,

Q:

Now,

then?

this was in the mid-60s.
I noticed that fairly soon after joining the

Treasury, you went to the International side of the business.
You were in Brussels and in Hong Kong.
A:

Yes.

Evans,
Q:

You were in the International Division.

Hong Kong,
A:

No,

arrived.

did you work,
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By the way,

in

then, with John Cowperthwaite?

John Cowperthwaite had retired a few years before I
His successor,

Philip Haddon-Cave, was Financial

Secretary there for some years.
Q:

I knew Cowperthwaite.

I was trying to persuade him to

borrow from the Bank, which he never cared to consider.

So,

you had this spell of International work?
A:

Hong Kong was exotic and totally different,

I mean,

the

work I was doing there was very much focused on Hong Kong.
In those days, particularly, Hong Kong did not have many
relations with other economies, nor did Hong Kong take much
interest in the IMF or the World Bank or anything else.
it was very much focused on the economy of Hong Kong.

So,
I

basically acted as the Chief Economist for the Hong Kong
government, which I enjoyed very much.
Q:

Did this spell in the outside world, as it were, give

you some foretaste of what aid and development assistance
were all about?

Evans,
A:

At that time,
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it gave me no foretaste of that at all,

because Hong Kong never had any aid or government assistance.
But of course,
country.

it was an extremely successful developing

When I arrived there,

for fifteen to eighteen years,

the economy had been growing
and already Hong Kong's

standard of living was well above that of most of its
neighbors.
since.

And,

of course,

it's gone on to great things

It gave me a really good feel for a successful

capitalist economy.

Q:

Right.

A:

And lS.

Q:

And still is.

Which,

indeed,

So,

it was.

the whole question of involvement in

economic development issues, didn't really occur until you
came to Washington and joined the Bank and the fund?
A:

When I came back from Hong Kong,

I started work back in

Treasury in '76 -- I worked for about ten years in the
Treasury on domestic issues.

Mainly,

economic forecasting

and analysis of the economy.

But in 1986,

I moved into the

International part of the Treasury, and from then on,
keen interest in the IMF, the World Bank,

took a

and development

Evans,
issues,
had,

international finance and development issues.

including in the European Union,
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So I

about eight years on

the international side of the Treasury, before becoming the
U.K. Director at the World Bank.
Q:

When you were in Brussels, were you also involved in

some of these issues?
A:

I was in Brussels about the time when Britain entered

the European Community, as it was called then.

They simply

wanted an economist who knew something about the U.K.

So

that was, again, rather a domestically oriented job.
Q:

When you came here to the Bank, was this something that

occurred as the natural progression of what you were doing,
or did you specifically ask for this assignment?
A:

Well both.

I've always seen this job as a very good

one, because it combines the job of being Director of the IMF
and the World Bank, with being the Economic Minister of the
Embassy.

This gives me access to the senior levels of the

American administration, by far the biggest shareholder, and
that's very important.

I had seen this job before and I

Evans,
looked forward to it.

I have really enjoyed it;
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it's lived

up to those expectations.
Q:

From the time you started as a young economist when you

left Cambridge and joined the government until now,

a lot has

changed in the understanding of how things work in the
economy.

In particular,

in the U.K., you had the revolution

that Mrs. Thatcher brought about when she appeared on the
scene.

Presumably,

this has meant for you, also, making a

transition from more socialist beliefs and ideas;

from the

belief that the government should play a more prominent role
in the economy,

to the belief that much really should be left

to the private sector and to the marketplace.

Can you talk

about this a little bit?
A:

Yes, that's absolutely fair.

I think the biggest change

for me personally, was going out to Hong Kong in 1973.
Because I left behind the corporatist era, if you like, of
Harold Wilson and Edward Heath, and came up against what was
then a very laissez-faire, capitalist, but also extremely
successful Hong Kong system.

And I quickly saw the

advantages of an economy in which if things went wrong,

Evans,
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people and firms did not automatically come to the government
for help.
me.

So,

that certainly made a very big impression on

I spent a bit of time in 1979-80 at the London School of

Economics,

thinking about some of the macro and micro issues

of the time.

That was also helpful in trying to reorientate

myself towards more,
And,

if you like, market-friendly approaches.

except when I did a little on the international side of

the Treasury in 1986,

that's been important in my thinking,

yes.
Q:

But,

this was not a dramatic epiphany -- it was more a

gradual process that you passed through?
A:

Well,

I think that the two years in Hong Kong were a

sharp break.

And I think that did change my mind quite a

lot.
Q:

And you felt that the solutions which Hong Kong had felt

appropriate were also transferable to England at the time?
A:

Well,

certainly in direction,

I mean, not in detail.

You can't turn the clock back that far,
yeah.

that quickly.

But

Evans,
Q:

Now,

turning to your job here.

You mentioned these

three assignments that actually go together,
reconcile the interests of these three jobs?
divide your time and attention among them?
you,

of course,
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how do you
How do you
I realize that

have full time deputies acting in each

sphere, but still,

how do you decide which Board meeting to

attend and when to intervene personally?

Do you have a list

of issues that guide you in this -- in organizing your life?
Did you find it difficult to do?
A:

Oh it is.

From time to time,

decisions to be made,

there are some awkward

one doesn't always know in advance the

nature of the discussions that will take place.

Basically, I

spend rather little of my time in the embassy, about 5% - 10%
at the most, and the rest of my time I spend at the IMF or
the World Bank.

And perhaps, even in contrast to some of my

predecessors, I would say I spend a fairly equal amount of
time at each.
Now, which subjects do I choose?
more important and difficult ones."

I suppose, quote,
At the moment, of

course, I'm spending a lot of time in the Bank on the

"the

Evans,
strategic compact.

But I have spent a lot of time at the

Fund on some of the big issues like Mexico,
debt,
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international

capital flows, and capital liberalization.

can, where I think I've got something to say,
think I've got some value added,

So, where I

and where I

then I tend to go.

That

sometimes means missing one or two big set pieces, because I
suspect that what I say is either predictable or will not
have very much effect.

Then there are personal interests.

I

have visited certain countries, including some as a World
Bank director, so I take a keener interest there.

I've spent

quite a bit of time in the U.K. before I came out, on the
countries in transition in the former Soviet Union.
keen interest there.

I take a

The fact that I've seen Russia and the

Ukraine, for example, from the perspective of both the Fund
and the Bank Boards, I think, has been extremely helpful,
because there is a big area of overlap between what the two
institutions are doing.
Q:

Now, of course, the nature of your instructions, also

may determine what you want to do.

Evans,
A:

As an executive director,

institutions.

Therefore,
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I have a responsibility to the

I receive advice on quite a number

of matters.
Q:

I gather not in great detail?

A:

We've cut back on the detail a lot.

And we've

substituted a process of setting objectives at the beginning
of the year.
things.

And I think this is a very healthy way of doing

But, of course, we consult London and with modern

communications,

including E-Mail,

it's much easier and

quicker to do that than it used to be.
Q:

When you talk about objectives,

can you characterize

what these objectives might be?
A:

Well,

let me give you a few examples.

the Bank and the Fund,

one of the objectives is to complete

the HIPC Debt Initiative.
least one country,

In the case of

So that we have specifically at

like Uganda,

that is brought to the

decision point before the spring meeting.

That is one

objective.
We also have an objective in making both the Bank and
the Fund more cost-effective institutions.

And that doesn't

Evans,
just mean cutting the budget,
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it also means that they're

performing better.
We have an objective at the IMF,
wanted to change the Articles there,

for example,

that we

so as to bring about an

encouragement of capital liberalization.
At the Bank, we have objectives to introduce more social
analysis,

to encourage the location of work into the field,

to cut down on some of what we regard as unnecessary areas of
Bank activity,

to maintain the net income of the Bank.

These are the kind of objectives we have.
Q:

These you work out at the beginning of the year with

your authorities?
A:

With colleagues in London.

We will often do a first

draft, or we'll agree to something.

I have found very few

cases of serious disagreement between me and my authorities.
They occasionally will disagree amongst themselves -- the
Foreign Office or the Ministry or Treasury -- but we don't
have many disagreements.
Q:

Well, since you are on both boards, that gives you a

unique perspective also on the differences in the way these

Evans,
two institutions are operating.
about this?

Maybe to start with,
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Can you talk a little bit
to characterize the

atmosphere of the Boards in the Fund and the Bank?
A:

You have to say that the two Boards are actually very

different.

The Fund Board is more formal.

There are many

more statements that are written out in full and read out in
the Fund Board.
there,

Whereas in the Bank,

there are interventions

people have notes, but they often discard them or

respond to the debate.

So,

Bank is more spontaneous,
result.

in that sense,

the debate in the

and often more interesting as a

When you've heard twenty Directors in the Fund

telling a particular country that it has to cut its fiscal
deficit,

it's quite hard to say anything original.

there's more spontaneity in the Bank.

So

Traditionally,

the

Bank did not take its Board as seriously as the Fund did.
This is part of a tendency in the Bank not to take the
shareholders seriously, whereas the Fund has always done so,
which is an enormous asset.
two forums.

The shareholders are involved in

One is the Board and the other the semi-annual

Ministerial meetings.

The Interim Committee has always been

Evans,
a serious meeting of Ministers.
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The Development Committee,

until a year or two ago, has not been all that serious.
Similarly,

the tendency of Bank management in the past was to

either ignore or humor the Board and treat it as a nuisance.
The tendency in the Fund has been to consult the Board on the
grounds that the Board,

for all its defects,

represented the

shareholders or was up close to the shareholders.

So there

is a big difference there.
Q:

What do you think is the reason for this difference?

Is

it just the people involved who are running the
organizations, or is it in the design?
A:

Well, it goes deeper than that.

There is in the Fund, a

real sense of ownership of the Institution.

The Finance

Ministers and Central Bank governors around the world, and I
don't mean only the G-10 or the industrial countries, they
feel that if they're really in trouble, the Fund can help
them out.

They hope very much that they won't be in trouble,

and that they will never have to use the Fund.

But, they

know it's there, and if things really do go wrong, they can
get some help.

For this reason, they take a keen interest in

Evans,
the institution,
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and the institution is very good at taking a

keen interest in them.

So,

these things are mutually

reinforcing.
Another thing is that Finance Ministries and Central
Banks,
other.

for that matter,
I mean,

spend a lot of time talking to each

the G-7,

the G-10 Committee,

and so on.

There's a lot of interaction among Finance Ministries.
naturally,

when they get together,

talk about is the IMF.
World Bank Ministers.
Ministers,

one of the things they

There is no comparable grouping of
Some World Bank Ministers are Finance

but where they are,

they usually take much more

interest in the IMF than in the World Bank.
Finance Ministers,

If they're not

they're Aid Ministers who are nearly

always, much less powerful than Finance Ministers,
the Finance Ministers who always meet.
Finance Ministers who meet,

no equivalent on the aid side.
as I say,

and it is

There are the G-7

and they have deputies who meet

and now there's even deputies'

Bank which,

So

deputies who meet.

There is

And it's been reinforced by a

has not taken shareholders seriously.

Evans,
Now,
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I want to come to another difference between the

institutions,

and that is in the quality of leadership.

The

Bank is fond of pointing out to its clients that competition
is better than monopoly.
leadership.
the Fund

We have an example of it in the

The competition that there is for leadership at
even though it is limited to Europeans -- has

produced a much better quality of leader than the system of
nomination; the monopoly system at the World Bank.
Wolfensohn,

Now,

Jim

I hope, will show that that isn't necessarily a

disadvantage.

But I have no doubt that the quality of

leadership at the Bank,

certainly over the last twenty years,

and certainly since McNamara -- I can't really go back into
the 60s and 70s -- has been,

I think,

seriously absent.

They

have not seen it as their job to involve the shareholders
closely,

and I think the Bank is paying the price for that,

in the views which people around the world have of it.

But,

Wolfensohn is trying successfully to do something about all
these things.

And he's right.

As I say,

the quality of

leadership is a big factor in the differences between the
institutions.

Evans,
Q:

Well,

in my book on the presidents of the Bank,
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I have

touched on this issue.
A:

Yeah, you have.

Q:

I think that the job of the Managing Director is much

easier to define as the job of a professional.

You have to

be a professional first before you can be considered for this
job.

Whereas,

in the Bank,

it is much harder to define what

you really need.
A:

The other thing I would say is,

there is no doubt that

the Fund has a much easier job to do than the Bank.

It has

fewer goals and they are easier, because they are generally
shorter term.

It is also that the Bank has not resisted

enough, gathering into itself all kinds of things.

The

clarity of the institution's mission is a very important part
of the difference between the two institutions.
Q:

I will come back to this later on when we talk about

where you think the Bank is now.

At this point,

a little bit about the composition of the Boards?
the makeup of the two Boards compare?
your colleagues,

can you talk
How does

Also the character of

the level of professionalism,

for instance,

Evans,
on both sides of the street,

is that comparable,
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or is there

a difference?
A:

I think it's fair to say that quite a few countries,

the reasons that I've already touched on,
seriously than the Bank,

for

take the Fund more

and therefore take more trouble to

send good people to the Fund Board than to the Bank Board.
think in consequence,
are,

in my view,

the Bank Board is more variable.

some extremely good people on it.

also some much less good,

I

There

There are

so there's a bigger range in the

Bank than there is in the Fund.
One of the disappointments I have found,
institutions,

in fact in both

is the poor quality of some of my fellow ED's

representing some of the poorest countries.

Where one felt

that if anybody needed an effective and active ED,
these countries.

it is

I saw something of Eveline Herfkens, when

she was representing Macedonia, Ukraine and Maldova went on a
visit together.

I saw how effective a good and active ED can

be for the constituency he or she represents.

I'm pretty

sure the result was that her countries did better than other
countries represented by ED's who were much less active.

I

Evans,
have no doubt at all about that.
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So I'm disappointed that

not more countries, particularly the poorest countries,

are

sending better people to the Bank.
Q:

Better advocates.

A:

Better advocates, yes.

Q:

Now,

can you comment a little bit on the relationship

between the two institutions.

You remember,

this has been a

matter of some concern, perhaps not so during your tenure,
but in the history of these institutions.
A:

No,

I can well remember the difficulties of the

Argentina Loan in '88,

and the concordat between the Bank and

the Fund which resulted from that incident.

Its difficulties

stem partly from the increasing overlap between the two
institutions.

We've all come to realize that you can't deal

with macro imbalances in economies,

especially deep-seated

macro imbalances, without tackling some of the structural
issues.

And,

therefore,

in the structural issues, you have

both institutions involved a lot.
The other thing is that the two institutions are very
different in the way they operate.

The Fund is a highly

Evans,
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regimented institution -- it is very heavily centralized.
There is a very clear hierarchy.

It has a management, which

is extremely effective and knows what it wants to do and will
impose a line on anything of importance.
In the Bank, by contrast, particularly now that Ernie
Stern has left,

a thousand flowers will bloom,

clear who is in charge.
and other Fund staff,

and it's not

I hear complaints from my colleagues

that they find it difficult even to

know who to deal with in the Bank.

So,

the varied style of

the two institutions, makes collaboration more difficult.
That said,

I think there is now a realization that

inconsistency clashes very much with the interests,
the two institutions, but of,

in particular,

not of

the countries

that they're trying to help -- if the two institutions give
different advice to Zambia or Russia,
difficult.

So, both Fund and Bank mostly accept, now,

need to work very closely together,
believe,
Q:

that makes life very

and in most cases,

the
I

they succeed.

Does this extend through the whole system?

Do you think

there's also a good working relationship at the top?

Evans,
A:

Yeah,

the top.
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there needs to be a good working relationship at
We all know that for the past ten years or more,

there have been weekly or monthly breakfasts or lunches
between the Managing Director and the President.
their levels of generality,
the important thing,

though,

Now,

they may agree on things.

at
But

is that when that filters down,

do the people at the working level on particular countries or
on issues,

work together properly?

Well,

the answer is that

they work together better than they used to, but there is
continuous scope for misunderstanding.

And,

I do sometimes

find myself playing the role of honest broker trying to pull
them together.
institutions,

They didn't realize this and that.

Most

including the Fund and the Bank have a tendency

to be too insular,

to pay too much attention to what they're

doing, not enough to what is going on elsewhere.
Q:

Do you think that concordat has been helpful?

A:

It has, because it made it clear that management would

not tolerate unnecessary disagreement.
think,

It made clashes,

that much less likely, because it was seen as

detrimental to staff and their future.

I

Evans,
Q:

Bank.
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Now, maybe we can turn to your work, specifically in the
We were talking earlier about the objectives that you

mentioned, the annual work program that you discuss and agree
with back in London.

When you came to the Bank, did you have

some overall objectives, something that you felt you wanted
to accomplish when you came here?
A:

Can you talk about that?

I suppose like most finance ministry people I knew more

about the Fund when I came here than I knew about the Bank.
I certainly felt that both institutions needed to rethink
their attitude towards private capital flows and haven't
fully grasped the implication of being part of capital flows
for their own activities.

I worried about the Bank's

statutes, whether it was appropriate that it was prohibited
from lending to the private sector -- which is clearly not
something that would have been written into the statutes in
the last ten years.

It took me a little while, I think, to

work out where I thought the Bank should be going.

And, of

course, it was given a big stimulus by the Mexican collapse,
which happened in the year after I came.

Interestingly, the

response of the two institutions was really very different.

Evans,
In advance of the Mexican crisis,
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the Fund's analysis was

seriously inadequate and it was basically a failure of the
Fund's surveillance.
better.

The Bank's analysis was a good deal

Once the crises happened,

everyone turned to the

Fund which lent very large amounts,

and not only that, but

the Fund commissioned and put to the Board, within two
months,

a very critical report of what had gone wrong and

what the implications for the Fund were.
Whittome Report.

This was the

It was a very critical report and we

quickly decided in the Fund that we wanted to sharpen our
surveillance by putting in place,
this kind of thing happened again,

extra resources in case
a mechanism for handling

these crises speedily and better than was done in the Mexican
case,

and a maintenance program for encouraging countries to

collect data and so on.

So,

the last two years at the Fund

have seen a very active program of this kind.
In the Bank, by contrast,
thing rather better,

although they'd foreseen the

it took them nearly two years to write a

very short paper on what went wrong,
have done.

So,

and what the Bank should

the Bank found it difficult to contribute in

Evans,
the same way.

But I think that before,

Mexican crisis,

during,
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and after the

the issue of capital flows and the role of a

public-sector institution, when there was so much private
capital flowing, was brought into focus.
one of the main issues which developed,
under the pressure of events.
crisis,

I think,

I think that was
as time went on here,

In this sense,

the Mexican

had a much bigger effect than all the

ruminations of 1994 -- remember,

the fifty years anniversary

celebrations.
Q:

Right.

Looking at your own personal involvement, do you

leave with the sense that you have been able to advance these
ideas that you had when you first came?
A:

Well, that was one idea.

Another idea which has been a

U.K. one all along, has been one of selectivity and
conditionality.

But I think what's happened here has

reinforced my feeling, that we still don't do enough of that.
That we don't sufficiently often say no to a country,
because all the evidence is that if we aid in the context of
unsatisfactory policies, it doesn't work.

Evans,
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So that was another strand in the thinking when I came.
There was the usual British attitude, we didn't like people
spending too much money.
I came with,

There was also the attitude, which

that public sector institutions, particularly

international ones,

rely too heavily in their compensation

systems on comparisons with other institutions and not enough
on market forces.
years,
Q:

I've argued that solidly for the past two

and made very little progress.

Going back to the earlier question about the

relationship between the two institutions.
time,

there has been a suggestion that the two institutions

should be merged.
A:

From time to

Did you ever think that that was a --

I came across this argument when one of our members of

parliament raised it.

I don't think it's at all sensible,

given the different objectives,

and the extraordinary

difficulties the World Bank has had and is having,
organizing and managing itself.

in

Not to mention the different

ways in which these institutions are financed.
not thought that a merger was at all sensible.

So no,

I have

Evans,
Q:
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Maybe we can talk a little bit about some of the issues

that you have been taking a particular interest in, such as
the HIPC.
A:

This is the Highly Indebted Poor Country initiative.

Q:

Your Chancellor was a great protagonist of this idea.

How did you figure in this?

Is this something that you got

involved in?
A:

I first got involved in this issue when I was working

for Nigel Lawson in Treasury about ten years ago.

I prepared

a paper on international debt problems, and out of that came
the idea, which Lawson launched -- looking at a group of very
poor countries with so much debt that there was no chance of
them ever paying it all back -- that a special form of debt
relief, debt reduction, should be introduced.

This was

launched back in 1987 at the Paris Club, at least, the ideas
were put forward.

Now, it took some time to get agreement.

So I have, for a long time, had a keen interest in
international debt issues.

And I was very glad to be able to

take it forward, and argue in the Fund and the Bank, that
these two institutions needed to play a part in debt

Evans,
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reduction for a small group of countries that would otherwise
have excessive burdens.
Q:

But,

this is still very much a pending issue.

A:

Well, we have agreement in principle on how to do it and

on how to finance it.

There is just the question and,

very important one, of implementation.

it's a

And we are discussing

the first case put in front of the Bank Board next week.
after I'm gone,

So,

I hope to see the first cases come through

here.
Q:

Are there any other issues that you have taken a very

personal interest in?

Any particular sectoral programs that

you have followed?
A:

I've taken a personal interest in Hong Kong.

course,

that's mainly at the Fund.

At the Bank,

But,

of

I've taken a

keen interest in Africa, partly because of visits there,
partly because I think this is one of the most difficult
areas of Bank involvement,

and the least successful.

I have

also taken an interest in a few of the countries in
transition, particularly, Russia and Ukraine, partly because
there was a keen G-7 interest, partly because of the close

Evans,
connection with what the Fund was doing.
tried to push the Bank into doing more,
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At the beginning,
and more recently,

I
I

was being rather more skeptical about the value of some of
the Fund lending,
Q:

in particular,

to Russia.

Do you think that the contribution of the Bretton Woods

Institutions in the transition economies has been critical?
I'm sure you can find ways to demonstrate that some of the
money that went there was helpful but,
Bretton Woods Institutions,

in the absence of the

do you think things would have

turned out very differently?
A:
IMF.

Well,

I had some experience before Russia joined the

The way in which the G-7 were trying to deal with

Russia.

I think it was an object lesson in how not to do it.

They spent a lot of time on what was essentially a side issue
of the debt problem, but found it very difficult to put
across the hard policy choices that were needed.

I think a

good illustration of the need to have international
institutions acting as a buffer between governments,

is that

governments find it very hard to tell other governments yes

Evans,
you can do that,

or no you can't do that.
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They need the

buffer of a reputable international institution.
Q:

Especially if the country they're talking to is

represented by Mr. Sachs, who was talking back.
talk a little bit about the Bank?

Now,

can we

What do you think of the

Bank as an organization today and how do you see the Bank?
Has it changed over the years that you have been there?
A:

Well,

I've been there three years and the Board has

changed a lot in that time.

Individuals have changed.

Q:

The President was changed.

A:

The President was changed,

President.

and the style of the

We now have a President who is out there leading

and managing in a way in which previous Presidents were not.
So,

Q:

in that sense there has been a big change, yes.
But,

the questions about the organization have been

there, now,

for some time,

increasing shrillness.
A:

and they have been raised with

Do you see any real change?

I can give you my views on this, but I have to say,

and

I think that the Board isn't always the best place to view
these institutions from.

Sometimes it's okay, but it's not
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the same as working in them.

The contrast between the Fund

and the Bank is interesting.

The Fund is a very effective

organization for the reasons we discussed:
simplicity of task,

etc.

And,

Bank also has very good people.

it has very good people.

Some of it,

Bank has taken on too many things.

because the Bank is so much bigger.

the

An interesting

I think,

is because the

Some of it is because the

Bank leadership has not been very effective.

times the size of the Fund.

The

But somehow in the Bank,

whole is less than the sum of the parts.
question has been why?

leadership,

But also,

The Bank,

is nearly four

Pretty unmanageable.

And the

response of the Bank to something happening has often been,
well let's add another Vice Presidency or two.
view,

in my

the Bank has not only too many managers, but a serious

problem of insufficiently good managers.
frank,

So,

Let me be very

I think sending managers off to Harvard for a few

weeks is better than nothing, but it in no way compensates
for bringing in successful managers from outside.

And I

think one of the greatest problems the Bank has

and to

some extent the Fund,

is that it

although one gets over it

Evans,
grows its own material too much.
for many, many years.
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People come and they stay

Now, you need some people like that,

but you don't need as many as the Bank has.

And I think it

is a serious failing in the Bank that it does not have more
people from outside at different levels,

including the

management level, people who have successful experience of
managing in the world outside.
management,

the meetings and so on of the Bank,

very unproductive.
decisions.

But,

managers,

is that it is

And the people are very reluctant to take

From time to time,

characters around,
did.

My impression of the style of

there were some strong

like Moeen Qureshi and Ernie Stern, who

as I say,

in general,

the Bank has too many

and not nearly enough good ones.

So,

I think this

helps to explain why the whole is less than the sum of the
parts in the Bank.
Q:

When you talk about the problem of the Bank being

ingrown, would you say that the Fund would also benefit from
an infusion of outside people?
A:

The Fund would benefit, yes.

Both institutions would

benefit from having people from the private sector,

and

Evans,
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people who have worked recently in policy areas in
governments,

as they have too few people with experience in

managing outside.

And in the Bank, when we rlo get people in

from outside, we haven't been very successful in keeping
them.
Q:

Several times you refer to the need of being more

selective.

Can you talk about this a little?

Obviously,

this is a question that the Bank is confronting,
being mentioned time and again.

and that is

How can it be done?

Why is

it not being done?
A:

Well,

there are different aspects of selectivity.

There

is a selectivity of projects in the sense that the Bank has
allowed to go forward too many projects, which in the long
term, were not likely to succeed.
Compact,

of course,

One of the aims of the

is to get rid of those kind of projects

and have projects which at least when they're decided on,
when they start,

have been properly appraised and so on.

The other aspect of selectivity is in the country
concerned, where there is increasing evidence that those
countries with good policies, are much more productive users

Evans,
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And, the Bank and the Fund have

been too unwilling to say no to countries.

The pressures

have been to lend, you don't seem to get many kudos in the
Bank for not lending, you get some for lending.

Whereas the

adverse consequence of lending when the policies go wrong,
tend not to be visited upon you but upon your successors.
So,

I think it is very much needed,

this greater selectivity,

but there are quite strong political pressures from some ED's
to continue in the hope that things will turn around.
Q:

Now supposedly,

the emphasis is away from maximizing

commitments to paying more attention to the administration of
the portfolio and to disbursements.

Would you say that you

haven't really noticed this?
A:

This is the Wapenhans Agenda?

Q:

Right.

A:

I think it's certainly there and it's made a difference,

it's moved in the right direction, but I think it still
hasn't gone far enough.

It needs some way to go.

Evans,
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And,

of course,

define precisely,
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it is also basically very difficult to

if you want to be a good manager, you have

to have specific objectives for your style.
A:

But the Bank has not been good at specifying objectives,

and it has had no serious appraisal system, which judged
whether people met these objectives or not.

So, you haven't

got the bases in place, yet.
Q:

Now,

I take it that you're quite confident that the

Compact that has now been designed is going to effectively
address some of these issues?
A:

Is that correct?

Well, it's one of the issues we're now talking about.

I

have a letter that I was just looking at, which is advice to
my authorities on how we should react to the Compact.

Now, I

think there's a big question about whether the kind of
objectives which we all share will be best met in this
particular way.
Q:

Now, stepping back, more generally, talking about the

relevance of the Bank.

As you know, there are now people

saying "Fifty Years is Enough", and the Economist which had
an article saying, if we had to create an institution, we

Evans,
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Can you talk about this?

After three years of working in the institution, would you
think that this is a relevant institution,

that it has a

reason for existing?
A:

I think some of it is relevant.

I see as relevant,

just

in general doing a good job, and it's interesting that it's
seeing a continuous expanding demand for its services.

I

think MIGA is doing a good job that needs some capital,

and

we'd be happy to provide it with some.
I think that IDA is in general doing a good job.

It

needs to be more selective, but there are a lot of countries
where IDA is absolutely essential, where there is really no
alternative.
So,

that leaves,

I think the biggest and most

problematical area of the World Bank,
middle income borrowers.

which is its lending to

Some of whom already have access to

markets and many of whom will do so quite soon.

I don't have

a very strong opinion on whether or not the Bank should do
lots more or lots less lending.

Certainly,

the growth of

private capital flows gives these countries an option, which

Evans,
they're increasingly taking,
than the Bank.
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to borrow from the market rather

Given that we set up these public sector

institutions with valuable taxpayers resources, only to find
that others are taking over some of the roles of the Bank,

is

not in itself a reason to conclude that the institution
should be shut down.

I think that the institution needs to

become more specialized and more of an expert in some areas,
to get out of some areas,
agencies.

to leave some things to bilateral

I think one of the faults in the Compact is that

it is not sufficiently selective.

It's built on the

assumption of resumed growth, and I think that if the Bank
were to be more selective,
projects,

and to raise the quality of the

it's unlikely at the same time to expand its

lending so much.
Q:

Am I correct in interpreting what you're saying,

you look at the Bank, or the Bank Group,

that

essentially still,

as a financial institution playing a financial role?
A:

No,

I would go a lot further than that.

institutions,

As development

there is an important role for them in helping

countries solve their poverty problems.

In that sense,

Evans,
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value the work of the Bank in all this.
Q:

So the analytical,

advisory role of the Bank is

important?
A:

Oh yes,

the analytical,

advisory,

coordinating,

conditional role which the Bank can play.

We also value the

role of IFC in showing a way for the private sector,
it some comfort.

in lending.

giving

But, we don't see in this new world,

expansion in the role of the Bank.
surprising,

and

a big

We don't think it's

that over the past ten years,
And that might well continue.

there's been a fall
So we're not

natural expansionists.
Q:

Of course,

some people say that the reason why the Bank

hasn't been growing is that it has become increasingly
difficult,

bureaucratic,

demanding,

complicated,

that those

people who have any options at all wouldn't ever dream of
going to the Bank, because it is just too difficult to deal
with.
A:

It is quite interesting that countries which have to pay

a premium in the markets of 250 basis points, whereas if they

Evans,
borrow from the Bank,

the margin is only usually 25,
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still

prefer to go to the markets.
Q:

If you were to put yourself in the shoes of some of

these people,
then is,

this is quite understandable.

The question

do you think that the Bank should streamline its

methods of operations to become a little more competitive in
this area with the private commercial banks.
A:

Yeah.

It clearly should.

But on the whole,

if a

country can borrow from the market,

if companies in that

country can borrow from the market,

then the need for the

Bank to be there is obviously much less.

And I think the

need for the Bank to get out of some countries is quite
evident.
Q:

It took us a long time even to graduate Korea.

Can we talk a little bit about the Bank Board, and the

functioning of the Board.
before.
the Bank,
A:

We touched on this question

How influential do you really think the Board is in
and in shaping the Bank's policies and decisions.

I'm told that five or six years ago the Board spent 90%

of its time talking about individual projects, which it then
approved.

We now spend 10%-20% of our time on individual
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projects, we still need to approve them, but the approval
comes with some messages.

More important, we do spend an

awful lot of time on strategic policy issues.

Partly because

Jim Wolfensohn has decided that he wants the Board to be
involved in these things.

That's absolutely right and

proper.

the influence of the Board has

So in that sense,

increased,

as the Bank has found it useful to take soundings

of the shareholders at an earlier stage,

rather than present

them with a fait accompli.
Q:

So do you have a sense that you are having a voice in

shaping these things?
A:

Yeah.

It's not always a really big voice, and of

course, with 24 members,

the Board is far too big.

It

doesn't do too badly considering the number of people on it.
But of course,

it would be much more effective if it was half

that number.
Q:

Of course, not everything happens in the open Board

discussion.

Do you have one on one's with Wolfensohn?

Evans,
A:

With Wolfensohn,

Presidents,

Q:

the managing Directors, Vice

Staff of the ED's,

a great variety,
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small groups,

oh yes,

there's

that's right.

Who among your colleagues do you work most closest with?

Are the G-7 or the G-5 important groupings?
A:

The G-7 and the G-10 meet occasionally.

I talk to my

European colleagues frequently, to my American colleagues,
more widely as well, because there are some issues such as
debt, for example, where we are making a common cause with
the African countries.
Q:

So it varies.

But generally, do you perceive that there is a river

that runs through the Board table separating the donors and
the recipients, the borrowers and the lenders?
A:

Well, on quite a lot of issues, yes.

But, there's also

a lot of co-sharing, when we all share interest in a more
effective bank and, in doing things well.
Q:

Do you see that the U.S. is playing a very dominant

role?
A:

Well, the role of the U.S. is not to be judged simply by

its contribution to the Board.

I go to the U.S. Treasury

Evans,
sometimes in my capacity as Minister for Economics,
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and I

frequently see that senior Bank people have to call on U.S.
Treasury people.

And, of course,

if things get difficult,

somebody from the Administration will ring up the President.
So there's a lot of behind the scenes influence.
Q:

Right.

I just went to India, and of course, in India,

you have a lot of people who still look at the Bank with the
sense that it is a front for U.S. imperialist designs.

This

is not the sense that you get observing the workings of the
Bank?
A:

Well, I have to say that the Americans are pretty good

at using the system to their own advantage.

If you look at

the way in which MIGA issues its guarantees, I think half of
them go to American firms.

The Americans use the fact that

the World Bank is in Washington to try and get their way very
often, and they are quite good at doing that.

I don't resent

this, it seems to be natural, but, we should be aware of it.
This is why Keynes was so opposed to the Bank moving to
Washington.

Evans,
Q:
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He suffered one of his early heart attacks as a result.

But you don't see that the Treasury people are very
successful in convincing Congress that this is in fact what
is happening?
A:

I think at the moment there is a particularly big

disconnect between the U.S. Treasury, which is remarkably
sympathetic to the objectives of both the IMF and the World
Bank,

there is a big gap between the Treasury and the

Congress,

and that makes life awkward for the Treasury.

Q:

can you comment, briefly,

Now,

on the Board procedures -

- this was a major issue before you came.

Is this something

that has been bothering you?
A:

Yeah,

street.

I've spent some time on this,

The Bank makes extensive use of committees,

by ED's.
Committee,

chaired

It also makes extensive use of the Steering
chaired by the dean.

unsuccessfully,
Fund.

on both sides of the

And I've been trying,

to get a similar Steering Committee at the

This was not welcomed by the Managing Director.

But I

think the committees have been used more effectively in
recent years, with their summings up circulated and used to

Evans,
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One of the ways in which the

Bank is less effective than the Fund is the absence of
substantive summings up because,

for those who are not there

and have missed the meeting, a substantial summing up is
extremely helpful.
It has begun,
Q:

The Bank has not been good at doing this.

but it is still working on it.

That is, I guess, also a question of the Chairman.

If

you have a Chairman who can do this then this is fine.
McNamara used to be a master at summing up and massaging
conclusions in a way that suited his own agenda.

Now, one of

the more recent creations has been the inspection panel.

Do

you think that this has been on the whole helpful?
A:

On the whole, I think it has been helpful.

measure of external discipline was needed.

I think some

And, the way I've

seen it operate and the effect it's had on the Bank, leads me
to think this has been a useful thing, yes.
Q:

To some extent, of course, it was also an admission by

the Board that there were issues that they felt they weren't
able to handle.
A:

That's right.

Evans,
Q:

And yet,
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the Board wants to retain some sort of control

over what is happening.

So there is -- I've always felt -- a

bit of tension here and some conflict.
this has worked by and large well,

Do you think that

and that there has been an

improvement?
A:

I think the jury is still out on how much of an

improvement, but I think it will all balance.

It's been

getting better and better, yes.
Q:

Now, you have dealt with Preston and with Wolfensohn.

Can you talk a little bit about them and the impression that
you have of them as leaders?
A:

There is this strange belief that the World Bank needs

to be led by a banker.
of man, who had,

Lew Preston was a shy,

in my view,

all the right instincts as far

as development were concerned.

But, he was not in any sense

a born leader of the institution,
externally.
time.

retiring sort

either internally or

He was also clearly a sick man,

for part of his

But he had a real sense of how the world was

developing,
the whole,

of how the World Bank should respond,
agreed with.

which I,

on

Evans,
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and the ability to

He probably knows more

people than anybody I've ever come across, which is to his
advantage in some ways.

He's clearly less happy about

absorbing large amounts of paperwork.

And he has a sensitive

spot to criticism from inside or outside.

He -is also,

thus

far, very reluctant to bring in new blood from outside at
senior management levels.
Bank to outside groups.

He has successfully opened up the
I mean, there's a much improved

relationship with NGOs and Parliaments, and that's awfully
But the jury is still out on whether his strategic

good.

compact will:

a)

happen,

and b)

if it does happen, will it

deliver what it has promised.
Q:

He has been at work, now,

for almost two years,

and all

along he has been aggressively innovating and making new
pronouncements.

Can you see any difference in the way the

Bank is functioning and is responding?

It is true that he

has been very successful in talking to the public opinion
makers,

the NGOs,

and so on and so forth,

and in that sense

has tended to address some of the critical voices outside.

Evans,
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Can you see that this is borne out by what is happening in
the Bank?
A:

I can see in some areas that the Bank is doing a better

job now than when he took over.

But I think the jury is

really still out on how far he'll be able to go in improving
it.

He said himself that he didn't have any new ideas, but

was just conscious that lots of people in the world had good
ideas in the past,
ideas,

and nothing much had happened to those

and he's determined to make a difference in that

respect.
Q:

When we started, you were talking about the role of the

Board.

Can you go back to this?

Do you think that the

relationship between the Board and the President today is
more effective -- that this works better than it did in the
days of Preston?
A:

It's more effective, yes.

It's more effective and it

works better, because the President is prepared to consult us
about policies, well in advance of our getting a formal
paper.

And that means there's a much greater chance of

modifying the proposals when they are discussed by the Board.

Evans,
Q:
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what has been

the most thrilling and satisfying experience in your three
years,

and,

in contrast, what has been the most disappointing

and frustrating experience you've had?
A:

I think we've seen a couple of countries,

Africa,

Benin in West

and Macedonia in Eastern Europe, where the work that

is being done I found to be very impressive
countries,

seeing

small, with no great resources, prepared to take

serious measures of economic reform, not because the IMF or
the World Bank told them to, but because they saw it as in
their interest to do so.
Q:

In other words, you saw the Bank effectively interacting

with these countries?
A:

Exactly.

needed,

The Bank was giving real help where it was

and that was good.

What's been the worst?

I've been

prepared to speak fairly bluntly on the Board, because I've
found that unless you do,
clearly.

the message doesn't get over

I have been disappointed on occasions, by my

colleagues'

unwillingness to speak their minds, by the

defensiveness of the Bank's staff,

and by Management and the

Evans,
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Bank's unwillingness to listen and to be frank with the
Board.
Q:

Do you think that in the Board,

by and large, politics

is an important ingredient that drives the discussion and the
behavior of people?
A:

Oh yes.

Although the Articles lay down,

that we'll take

all the decisions on technical and economic grounds.

But,

think we've been much more successful in limiting political
influence than most investment institutions.
nevertheless,

there is political influence,

But
often unspoken,

and it's probably better that way.
Q:Well thank you very much.

It has been a very interesting

interview and it will be a very nice addition to our oral
history program.

I

